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THE STRUGGLE FOR LEGAL PHILOSOPHY
(VIS-A- VIS LEGAL EDUCATION): METHODS
AND PROBLEMS*

Imer B. FLOREs**

ABSTRACT: The article dzallenges the empirical claim that suggests that the legal skills needed to succes-?folfy practice law are not ---and cannot be---learned
at law schools, and contrasts it with the conceptual claim that indicates that
the legal t.asb needed}or practicing law presuppose a legal theory -or at least
requires a link between theory and practice. Hence, the dual claim -empirical
and conceptual- is that legal philosop~y is an important part of a legal curriculum and necessary to bridge, rather tlzan to deepen, the existing gap between
theory and practice.
KEY WORDS:
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RESL'~IE": El autoT cuestiona La pretension empirica que sugiere que las lzabilidadesjuri.dicas necesarias para ljercer o..itosamente el derecho no son --ni
pueden sere-- enseiiadas en las jacultades de derecho, y La contrasta con La pretension conceptual que indica que las herramientas legales necesan·as para qercer el dereclw presuponen una teoria juridica --o al menos requieren wz vinculo
mtre teoria y pnictica. Por tanto, su pretension doble --empirica, por un !ado, _Y
conceptua4f;or el otrrr-- es que lafilosqfiajuridica es una parte importante del

* An earlier version of this article was originally prepared I(Jr and presented in the Special
Workshop on "Alternative Methods in the Education of Philosophy of Law land the Importance of Legal Philosophy in the Legal Education/' at the XXIII IVR World Congress Law
and Legal Cultures in the 21st Century: Diversity and Unity in Krakow, Poland, in 2007, and was
translated into Turkish as: "(Hukuk Ei;ritiminde) Hukuk rebefesi i<;in Sava§im: Yontem ve Sorunlar", trans. Oyku Didem Aydin, HuKuK FEI.~EFESI VE SosvoLOJISI A.RKIVI, No. 18, istanbul,
Barosu Yayinlari, 2008, at 28-48.
** Professor-Researcher, Institute fi:Jr Legal Research, UNA.M (e-mail: imer@unam.mx.l;
LL.B. UNA.M Law School; LL.M. Harvard Law School; and SJD Law School UNA.M. I am
grateful not only for the commentaries of Brian Burge-Hendrix, Keith Culver, Conrado Hubner Mendes and other participants at the Special Workshop, but also to the annotations of two
anonymous referees and the observations of the editors of the Liiexican Law Review. Although
errors are still my own.
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curriculo _y neasaria para establecer Wl puente entre teuria _y Jmidica, en Iugar
de profundi:::.ar Ia brecha entre elias.
PALAilRAS CLAVE:

Ciencia del dereclw, educaci6n jiuidica, jilosqjia juridica,
giro problematico, teoria _y prrictica.
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Resi.stana to irywtia, tire resistance to wrong in the
domain of/an; is a duty of all who haz.'e legal right.1;
to themselves ~.for it i.> a commandment of moral .1e{l
Jmservation~- a du~y to the commonwealth; --jin tfzis
resistana mwt, in order tftat tfte law mqy assert itse!J,·
be univenal.
Rt:DOU' vo;.;.JHERI:'><;,

Der Kampf ums Recht

(1872)

I.

INTRODUCTION: UNCHAil'i"ING PROJ\IETHEUS

Liberating legal philosophy from the chains of both traditional legal education, which tends to demote it to just another it!formative subject to be memorized and repeated for the final exam like a variation of black-letter and doctrinal law, and the corresponding legal profession that relegates it to a mere
peripheral role that is completely meaningless, useless and worthless for a
legal operator or practitioner ~like an advocate, a judge and even a legislator---, implies readdressing it as a necessary and importantjormative part of
the legal curriculum and that is entirely meaningful, useful and worthwhile.'
1

See lmer H. Flores, A{i!;unax rf!!lexionex Jobre Ia enrdiau;;_a del dem·ho: l:.'nsdiar a pen.1ary a repewar
el derecho, 5-7 CAUCES. EXPRESI(lN DE LOS ESTLDIANTt~~ DEL\ FACUI:IA!lllE DERECHO 30 (2003).
Langdell v. Holmes: OnL:gal Education ---and the L:gal Proje.uion, 3DE LEGIIIUS. RE\'IEW OF THE H\RVAR!l Lwv ScHOOL AssociATION OF MI'"XICO 13 (20(H; iPublishcd electronically in: 4 MEXICA'"
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In that sense, it is imperative to teach law and legal philosophy not only hum
a theoretical perspective, but also from a practical one, by privileging critical thinking, dialectical and dialogical inquiry, as well as problem orientation
over mere memorization.'
As a result, it is necessary to discuss proper methods for teaching legal
philosophy beyond the lecture and case systerhs; and shift from merely teaching abstract and general ir!Jormative theories to be learned and memorized to
more concrete and particular jormative problems to be argued, discussed and
solved (dissolved and resolved). In this sense the struggle for legal philosophy
is analogous to the one Rudolf von Jhering foresaw when he published Der
ICn~tthf 11mor Rill?hl [ThP ~hnlggl~ for l ..aw) in 1B72, and the one Herman Kantorowicz --under the nom de plume of Gnaeus Flavius-~ foretold when he
published Der ll.'ampf um die Rechtswissenschqjl (The Struggle for Legal Science
aka The Battle for the Liberation of Legal Science] in 1906.'
Departing from the Begrijjijurisprudenz,' Jhering denied that law consists of
rules derived from abstract concepts and declared that the !if(~ of the law is
a struggle ~~-a struggle of nations, of State power, of classes, of individuals.
As the circumstances of life change, people demand changes in the law, but
these changes usually come about only after a bitter struggle of acceptance
and resistance, of obedience and disobedience, of recognition and rejection.
Individuals who feel they have suffered wrongdoing demand legal redress,
and their demands, if successful, lead to the establishment of new legal rights.
Jhering's agenda is a stimulus to make law ---and legal philosophy- a means
for achieving social change.
L\W REYIE\\' \2005j: http:/ /inlr>H.juridicas.unam.mx/ nmt/mlawr/-~/arc/arc2.html. Prometeo
(des)enradenado: La emnlan:;.a del deredw _v lo.1 estudios de jJO\[tftldo, 14-15 CtTIHZA Y DERECHO 93
120(J+) !There is revised version: Prorneteo (dts)enwdenado: La ensalan:;.a del deredw en Afexico, 7 A<:ADE~llA. REYIST\ SOBRE 1::-.:sE:\"AXZ.\ DEL DERECHO 51 (2006). Protagoras vis-a-vis Soaates: Los metodos
de ert.il'llll/l::_a-aprendi::_a;r del deredw, in 1\IETODOLOCiA DEL DERECHO Co~li'ARADO. MEMORI.\ DEL
CoxcREso IXTER:-.:.\CIO;>.;AL DE Cl'l:n ·RAS Y S!STE\1.\S jt·Rimcos Co~IPARADOS 125 Oos(· !\I aria
Serna de Ia Garza ed., UNAM-llj, 2005).
2
q: BRL\:-.i H. B1x, jliRISI'Rl.DE;>.;CE: THEORY A:"D Co:-.:n:xr 3 (3rcl ed., Sweet & 1\laxwell,
2003;: ''Part of the purpose in writing this book [i.e. ]un4muience: Theo~y and Context] was to
counter a tendency to treat jurisprudence as just another exercise in rote memorization. It is
often tempting f(lrjurisprudencc students
]to treat the major \Hilers in the area asjusl a
variation on black-letter, doctrinal law: that is, as points, positions and arguments to be memorized, in order that they can later be repeated on the final examination."

r...

' See

RcDOI.F

vo:-.: jHERI:-.:c,

THE

STRn;w.E FOR

L\W

(trans. John Lalor, The Law Book

Exchange Ltd., 1997) !Published ori~-,rinally in English: 1915) !There is a Spanish version: L\
I'OR EL DERECHO (trans. Adolf(> Posada y Biseca, Libreria General de Victoriano Suarez,
1921 J; and a reprinted version: Porr\1a, 1982). Hermann Kantorowicz, La lucha par la ciencia

I.l'C:l!A

de/ derecho, in

FRIEDRICH

KARL

\UN SW!GNY

eta!., L\ CIE;\;CIA

DEL DERECHO

323 (trans. \Verner

Goldschmidt, Losada, 1949).
' On the BegnJJijurilJ!rudenz or Conceptual Jurisprudence, see ED<;AR BoDENHEIMER, J l"RISI'RUJENCE. THE PHILOSOPHY "\;\;ll METHOD oF Lm· 70-+ !Harvard University Press, 1962;.
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Meanwhile, endorsing the f}·eirechtsbewegung,' Kantorowicz enrolled new
combatants to the cause of liberating legal science from its dogmatic assumption of being capable of solving any present or future problem, something no
other science either theoretical orpractical presumes or can presume. Kantorowicz's manifesto is an invitation not only to leave behind such dogmatism
and the presumption of having inferred all the answers to complex questions
beforehand, but also to look forward for the solutions of both the theoretical
and practical problems of legal science ~·-and of legal philosophy.
In this article, I will challenge the empirical claim that suggests that the
legal skills needed to successfully practice law are not -~and cannot bel.,.trnt!d at lii.w eu::hooh>, and ct1mparl:l it with the conceptual claim that indi-

cates that the legal tasks needed for practicing law presuppose a legal theory
at least requires a link between theory and practice. Hence, my dual
claim ---·empirical, on the one hand, and conceptual, on the other hand-~ is
that legal philosophy is an important part of legal curriculum and necessary
to bridge, rather than to deepen, the existing gap between theory and practice. In. this sense, in order to emphasize the importance of legal philosophy
in legal education, in the following two sections, I intend to appraise:
-~or

l) The interconnection between theory and practice to diflerentiate two
sets of methods, accentuating the aims of theoretical scholars, as embodied by Dean Christopher Columbus Langdell,'' and the objectives
of practical practitioners, as identified with Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes,' but nothing precludes these methods from being integrated
into a single one; and,
2) The interrelation between these methods not only to distinguish two
types of problems, one which emphasizes the objectives of legal philosophy as a science, as held by Socrates, and the other that sees applied
legal philosophy as an art, as instructed by Protagoras, but also to disseminate what I consider a "problematic turn".
Finally, in the last section, on a more personal note, I assess alternative
methods in the education of philosophy of law, by sharing my own integrated model for legal education and for teaching-learning legal philosophy
thorough lectures and seminars, readings and materials, including cases and
problems, as well as examples borrowed from the so-called law & literature
movement, which integrates not only theoretical and practical methods, but
also theoretical and practical problems.

' On the Freireclztsbewegung or Free Law Movement, see Bom:NHE!MER, mpra note 4, at 109.
6

See, for example, C. C. L\NGDEU., SELECTION oF CAsEs o:\ THE L\w OF Co:\TRACTS ( 1871)

!There is 2nd ed., 1877).

' See, f(Jr instance, Oliver \Vendell Holmes Jr., Book Notices, 14 AMERICA:\ L>.w
11880).
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It is obvious that no matter how complete the theory
mqy be, a middle term is required between theory and
practice, providing a link and a transition fimn one to
the other.
Immanuel Kant, Ober den Gemeinspruclz:
'Das mag in der Theorie richtig sein, /aug! aber
nichtjiir die Praxis' ( 1793)

II. :METHoDs:

LANG DELL ET HoLMES

Keep in mind that justice Felix Frankfurter~- former student and professor at Harvard Law School~-- once suggested: "In the last analysis, the law
is what lawyers arc. And the law and the lawyers are what the law schools
make them."" However, it is commonly said that (higher) education is in crisis because of an increasing gap between what theory supplies and practice
demands. It is also said that this crisis reaches all vanguard and rearguard
countries, public and private institutions, natural and social sciences, alike.
Accordingly, legal education in Mexico and elsewhere appears to be in
crisis: law schools and lawyers, as well as other legal practitioners and theoreticians, seem to be divorced or at least look as if they are in the process of
getting a divorce.
To prove my point of how opportunity and possibility, instead of fatality
and necessity, arise from calamity and emergency, let me call your attention to
the fact that nobody could foretell the synergy judge Harry T. Edwards set in
motion in the United States of America when in the early 1990s he expressed
his deep concern about "the growing disjunction between legal education
and the legal profession," in an article with the same title and two postscripts
f(>r a couple of symposiums.''
Notwithstanding the striking differences, the status of the gap between legal education and the legal profession in most of the countries is very similar,
not only in terms of the divorce between theory and practice, but also the
lack of ethical practice --~to the extent that law no longer appears to be a
liberal profession. For example, Elena Kagan -then Dean at Harvard Law
School, later Solicitor General and now Justice of the Supreme Court-~ did
" Letter from Felix Frankfurter (Prokssor, Harvard Law School) to Mr. Rosenwald (May 13,
19271, quoted in Harry T Edwards, The Growing Di.~junction Between Legal Eaucation and the Legal
Prqjession, 91 MICHIGA:\ LAw REnEw 34 ( 1992).
" See Edwards, supra note 8, at 34; The Growing Dz~~Jimction between Legal Education and the Legal
Prqjession: A Postscript, 91 MICHIGAi'i L\w REVIEW 2191 ( 1993); and, Harry 1~ Edwards, Another
"Po.1/saipt" tv ''The Growing Disjunction between Legal Al:iucation and the Legal Profession", 69 WASHINGTON LAW REVIEW 561 ( 1994). See also Flores, Langdell v. Holmes ... , supra note I, at 13-20; SymjJosium: Legal Education, 91 MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW 1921 ( 1993 ); and S_yrnposium: The 21'' Century
Lau;yer: l5 There a Gap to Be Narrowed!, 69 WASIIINGTO:\ LAW REVIEW 505 I 1994).
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steer her deanship into such an enterprise.'" Nonetheless, a word of caution
is in order: for Professorjames Boyd \Vhite, "the relevant line is not between
the 'theoretical' and 'practical' [... ] but between work that manifests interest
in, and respect fen~ what la\vyers and judges do, and work that does not." T(J
put it in a few words, he argues: "The opposition between 'theoretical' and
'practical' is [ .. .] misleading.""
He is absolutely right in that we must be suspicious of anyone who disregards theory or practice because since they are linked together, the denigration of the one is the derision of the other and vice versa. Instead, we must
insist on mutual interest and respect for what la\yYers, judges and other legal
practitionen achieve, on one side, and for what schular>~, students and other
legal theoreticians accomplish, on the other. At the end of the day, it is clear
that there already is a bridge connecting the two sides: to the extent that one
can be on one side ·or on the other ~ ·as in the "re\·olving door" metaphor."
The problem is that sometimes the bridge seems to be falling apart ··~ or
the revolving door seems to get stuck·· leaving the "impractical" scholar
and the "atheoretical" practitioner incommunicado. It is imperative to restore
the link between law schools and legal arenas or playing fields; or, in slightly
different terms, re-tying the knot between theory and practice, scholars and
practitioners, to the extent that the "practical scholar" and the "theoretical
practitioner" will be reconnected again.
In this sense, let me now turn to legal education, where theory and practice
really do meet. At any law school, we can find the future judge, lavvyer, legislator; and legal official or practitioner in any student, and the past · or even
the present-·judge, la\yYer, legislator, and legal oflicial or practitioner in any
scholar. 13 In analyzing, legal education in general and legal philosophy in particular, there are three dif1(Tent but interconnected questions worth asking: I ,l
what to teach-learn; 2) how to teach-learn; and 3) wfty teach-learn?"
I take it for granted that the issues of where and when to teach-learn have
been settled in favor of professional law schools ·~not merely technical
ones·~ and permanent/ continuous/ on-going legal education
not tempo-

'" q: Elena Kagan,
SIO:\". THE \VoRL!) OF

Gimnecting /D Practice,

HAR\"AlW L\W

L.-,w SCHOOL .\:\D THE \\"ORLD

Be urn:-.::

''M.\:\Ata:\"G 1HE PRoFEs-

OF PR.\CTICE ARE .\llOCT TO GLT CLOSER"

2 (Fall 2006J.

''James Boyd White, l.o.w Teachers'

J~nting,

91

MtC:HIG.\N

L\w

RE\'IEW

1970 11993;.

12

The "revolving door metaphor" has several applications but it usually suggests that it is
neither dear nor precise when someone is in or out or where something begins or ends. In that
sense: when someone is a theoretician or a practitioner, as well as where theory and practice
be1,>ins or ends.
13

White, sujJra note II, at 1970: "[I"Jhe main mission of law school, where pranice and
teaching really do meet: the education of future lawyers."
11

I have addressed these questions elsewhere a propos of law in general, and will address
them in the f(>llowing part of this article focusing on legal philosoph;; in particular. Sec Flores,
Langdell v. HolmeJ ... , supra note I, at 20-39.
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rary studies-~- whereas the queries on what, how to and why teach-learn are
not established, as they are in constant flux, shaping one another. Moreover,
the "world wide web" or the "Internet" has certainly increased the possibilities and potential of where and when to teach-learn law in general and legal
philosophy in particular: anywhere and ar~ytime."
I. Wiry Teach-Leam?

The question of wky teach-learn can be easily rephrased as what for or for
what purpose?- The obvious short answer is to train the legal practitioners
and legal theoreticians, i.e. professors and researchers, our modern complex
global society needs. However in recent times, the legal profession -which
by definition has been traditionally considered a liberal one~~ has had to
reinf()rce its commitment with society at large by emphasizing its public and
social role: pro bono.'"
As education implies receiving inf(mnation and also f()rmation, it enables
future legal practitioners and theoreticians to apply their knowledge analytically and critically to solve the problems of their profession and its corresponding science. However, there are two main paths, each of which corresponds to a distinct role of logic: 1) practical, leaning to the fulfillment of the
aims of the legal profession and the assessment of the correctness of legal
premises and conclusions; and 2) theoretical, slanting towards the realization
of the aims of legal science and the evaluation of legal propositions (on lawJ.
For the purposes of this paper, I will refer to Holmes and Langdellto accentuate these two distinct kinds of legal methods, as they embody the legal pnijession
and legal science, in that order, and exemplify the theoretical practitioner and the
practical scholar, respectively."
To put it in Karl N. llewellyn's terms: ''Technical skill is not a f(mndation
only. It is the necessary foundation."'" Moreover, as law schools are professional
schools and not merely technical ones, they also have to focus on theoretical
'" ln the teach-learn dichotomy, the later dement - as the defining and stronger one - has
a lexical priority: the important pan is learning regardless of the teaching or even without it.
Sec Flores, Algunas rqlexiones .wbre Ia emeiianza del deredw ... , supra note I, at 31-2; and, Flores,
Prottigorw vis-a-z:is Socrates ... , supra note I, at 23.
''' Sec Harold Lasswell and .Myres 1\lcDougal, Legal "-lluwtion and Public Poliq: Prqjessional
'I raining in the Public Interest, 5:1 YALE LviV Jot:R:>;.\L 203 11943 •; and TLvCJIN; FOR SoCIAt.jcsTICL. A Dr:.\iOCJW.T.i\D E.Dn:nmv Rt-:.\DER ,\Villiam Ayers, jean Ann Hunt & Therese Qj1inn
cds.. The New Press and Teachers College Press, 1998':.
17
I have identified the former with Protagoras
or even Cicero--- and the latter with
Socrates elsewhere. }<()r the purposes of this paper, I will usc them to emphasize two diverse
kinds of problems to law: scientific or theoretical, on one side, and, technical or practical, on
the other. See Flores, Pro/agoras vis-a-vis Sorrates ... , supra note I, at 136.
w KARL N. LLEWELLY:'><,jLRlSPRL'lnSCI:: RL\LIS:\1 r:--; THEOR\ .\:'><D PR.\CTICE 3b7 !The University of Chicago Press, 1962).

\'uL \;No. l
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knowledge. As we have already pointed out, they cannot fixus exclusively on
the scientific or theoretical aims of the science or on the technical or practical
ends of the profession; they must simultaneously combine practical and theoretical interests, particular and general objectives, and technical and scientific
goals, among other things.'" In this sense, it is necessary to teach-learn legal
philosophy as the link and transition between them.

2. How to Teach-Learn?
Th~" tr~dhion~l m"thod nf trHwhing•ltenrning i<lw, induding l~gal philot>C.lphy courses, in Mexico --and presumably in most Latin American and civil
law countries--- is mainly based on a system of lectures, which is characterized as the exposition of a topic -or series of topics·-- by the professor in
the classroom and students' passive reception of the inf(mnation. Students'
duties are limited to reading - or more precisely fcJllowing - a textbook and
taking notes of the professor's "luminous/radiant/resplendent" exposition,
while the professor has the prerogative which ought to be a duty- of answering students' questions and doubts.
Among the criticism of the traditional method, I would like to point out
that knowledge seems to belong exclusively to the professor and as a result
the teaching-learning process is a mere monologue and not a true dialogue.
Furthermore, there is a strong myth that law schools should limit themselves
to teaching theory and not practice. The belief is that law school professors
are unable and unfit to teach experience because experience is -- and only
can be- taught by "real" life. However, as we have argued, it is important,
as Dean Roscoe Pound suggested, to teach both "law in books" and "law in
action".'"
Acting as the devil's advocate, let me say that despite the shortage of professional legal scholars in Mexico, especially "practical scholars", law schools
are fortunately full of legal practitioners, specifically "theoretical practitioners", who can teach not just law in books, but law in action as well. However, they tend to teach law only from a scientific and theoretical perspective,
instead of complementing it with a technical and practical one.
In this sense, it is necessary to teach-learn law from the perspective of both
the theorist and the practitioner. In most civil law countries, like Mexico, the
first thing that comes to mind -to complement and not substitute the traditional lecture method~... is to adopt and adapt the case method - to reinfi:>rce
the problem-solving nature of lawyers and legal professionals but it is also
necessary to avoid focusing solely on practice and cast off the phantom of
formalism, ~e. excessive trust in syllogism and deduction. It is worth mention'" Sec CHARLES EISENMAN~, L\W. TIIE U~IYERSITY TK\CHING OF SocL\L SciENCEs 17-55
(UNESCO,

1973).

"' Sec Roscoe Pound,

Law in Books and Law in Actiun, +1- A~IERICAN

L\\V REVIEW

12 i 191 0).
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ing that in the United States of America, where the case system is still the
general rule for teaching most legal courses, the lecture is the exception for
teaching certain su4jects, such as legal philosophy. Although the case method
is not normally used to teach-learn legal philosophy, it may be used to stress
somt' of its contents. What is more, nothing precludes the quest for a balance
between these and other methods, such as those used in England, where lectures are used along with the case system and tutorials."
3. I Vhat to 'Teach-Learn?

In terms of what to teach-learn, we must teach-learn not only the law that
"is", but also the law that "must" be. In this sense, it is necessary not to discard any possibility, i.e. the law that "ought to be", "can", "could", "may",
"might" or "should" be. In other words, it is neither possible nor desirable to
reduce legal education to teaching-learning positive legal rules as something
that is merely formal and valid from a merely descriptive perspective based
on legal f(xrnalism and positivism. On the contrary, we must teach-learn law
in its widest scope, assessing its content critically, including evaluative and
normative-prescriptive points of view along with the diflerent alternative and
non-traditional perceptions -and constructions ··of law.
The main o~~jection is aimed against the excessive trust given to the analytical, deductive-inductive, formal and rational logic by focusing on the apparent mechanic application and neutrality of the syllogism. In the United States
of America, Holmes was the first to open fire against legal formalism and his
target was no other than Langddl. However, in his famous essay "American
Jurisprudence through English Eyes: The Nightmare and the Noble Dream",
H.L.A. Hart said:"
Holmes certainly never went to these extremes [represented by Ucwdlyn and
Frank]. Though he proclaimed that judges do and must legislate at certain
points, he conceded that a vast area of statutory law and many firmly established doctrines of the common law [ ... [ were sufliciently determinate to make
it absurd to represent the judge as primarily a law-maker. So f(Jr Holmes the
judge's law making function was 'interstitial'. Holmes's theory was not a philosophy of 'full steam ahead and damn the syllogisms.'
21
Sec Jerome Hall, 'Teaching lnw ~Y Case .o/Jetlwd and Lecture ipapcr presented at the annual
meeting of the Society of Public Teachers of Law in Edinburgh,July 15, 1955 J. Sec also EtSE:\~L\:\:\, supra note 19, at 144-152.

See !mer B. Flores, La concepcion del derecho en las wnimtcs de lajilo.roftajuridica [The Concept
of Law in the Theories of Legal Plzilusopi!Y], 90 BoLETi:\ MEXICAMJ DE DERECHO CoMl'AR-\DO 100 I
'·I !197); and 1'.1 j;omenir de la ciencia juridira. R~jlexi1in sobre la ciencia _Y el deredw, in LA CIE:\CIA DEL
DERECIIO DL'RAIVIE EL siGLO XX, 999 :lnstituto de lnvestigacionesjuridicas, UNMI, 1998 ).
H.L.A. Hart, American }urisprudence through English Eye.1: the ]',!ghtrnare and the J'v(Jble Dream, in
Ess.ws e,;jr·RISI'Rl'llEl':CE A:'-ill PHILOSOPHY 128{0xford University Press, 1983).
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And Hart even suggested:',
Perhaps the most misused quotation from any Americanjurist is Holmes's observation of 1884 (sic) '(t]he life of the law has not been loz.,ric: it has been
experience.' This in its context was a protest against the rationalist superstition
(as Holmes thought it) that the historical development of the law by the courts
could be explained as the unfolding of the consequences logically contained in
the law in its earlier phases. Judicial change and development of the law were,
Holmes insisted, the expression of judges' 'instinctive preferences and inarticulate convictions' in response, as he said, to the 'fdt necessities' of his time.

Although Hart tries to minimize Holmes' frontal attack against "logic", or
at least against the "excessive use and extreme confidence in logic", everybody knows that Holmes' multi-cited quote "[tjhe life of the law has not bet:n
logic: it has been experience" has become more than an amhem.' However,
not everybody knows that it originated prior to the publication of Ilze Common L.zw in 1881. As it appeared for the first time in january IBSO, in a Book
Notice to the Second Edition of A Selection r!f Ca.1es Iff the Laz.:: qf Contracts with
a Summary qf the Topics wvered by the Cases by C. C. Langdell:''
.!\1r. Langdell's ideal in the law, the end of all his stri\·ing, is the elegantw junJ,
or logiml integrity of the system as a system. H,: is perhap, the greatest living
theologian. But as a theologian he is kss COIH"CITicd with his postulates than
to show that the conclusions fl·om them hang together [... ] ;,o emirdy is he
interested in the f(lnnal cotmcction of things, or logic, as distinguished from
the feelings which make the content of logic, and which actually shaped the
substance of the law. The lik of the law has not been logic: it has been cx1xcr-ience. The seed of every new growth within ib sphere has bncn felt necessity.
The lt>rm of continuity has been kept up by rcasonim.~·,; purporting to reduce
every thing to a logical sequence; but that f(lrm is nothing but the evening dress
which the new-corner puts on to make itself presentable according to conventional requirements. The important phenomenon is the man underneath it,
not the coat; the justice and reasonableness of a deci~ion, not its consistencv
with previously hdd views.

At this point it is imperative to tone down the phrase to modulate its f(>rce.
I believe it is really a frontal assault against the traditional, openly analytical,
deducti\·e-inductive, formal and rational logic, but in no way it is intended
to abolish its use or that of non-traditional, o\·ertly dialectical, adductivesubtractive, informal and reasonable logic. Let me call to your attention to
the l()llowing lines of the book, in which Holmes explains: ''ltJhe object of
21

ld. at

~-13.

OLIVER \VE:-.iDEU. HOI.\IESjR., THE CoMMON L.\W

1881).
"' Holmes, sapra note 7, at 23+.

I (Dover, 1991) (Published originally:
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this book is to present a general view of the Common Law. To accomplish
the task, other tools are needed besides logic. It is something to show that the
consistency of a system requires a particular result, but it is not all." And, in
the subsequent lines, he adds:"
The felt m·cessities of the time, the prevalent moral and political theories, intuitions of public policy, avmvcd or unconscious, even the prejudices which
judges share with their ldlovv-men have had a good dt·al more to do than the
syllogism in determining the rules by which men should be governed. The law
embodies the story of a nation's development through many Ce!lluries, and it
cannot be dealt with as if it contained only the axioms and corollarie;. of a book
or mathematics. In order to know what it is, we must know what it has been,
and what it tends to become.
In !act, in his seminal "The Path of Law" of I H~l7, Holmes delloum nl:
"The fit! lacy [ ... J that the only l(m-c at work in the development of the Lnv is

logi.c."'" Hence, even though he recognizes the important place and rule of
traditional logic he cynically argues that it is not everything:'··
This mode of thinking is entirely natural. The training of lawyers is a training
in logic. The processes of analogy: discrimination, and deduction arc those in
which they arc most at home. The language of judicial derision is mainly the
language of logic. :\nd the logil·al method and limn flatter that longing f(>r
certainty and l(Jr repose which is in ewry human mind. But certainty generally
is illusion, and repose is not the destiny of man. Behind the logical form lie:,
a judgment as to the relative worth and importance of competing legislative
grounds, often an inarticulate and unconscious judgment, it is true, and yet the
very root and nerve of the whole proceeding. You can give any conclusion a
logical f(mn.

Similarly, in his "Law m Science and Science in Law" address, Holmes
stated:'"
l sometimes tell students that the law schools pursue an inspirational combined with a logical method, that is, the postulates are taken f(>r granted upon
authority without inquiry into their worth, and then logic is used as the only
tool to develop the results. It is a necessary method f(>r the purpose of teaching
dogma. But inasmuch as the realjustilication of a rule of law, if there be one,
is that it helps to bring about a social end which we desire, it is no less necessary

Hot..\tES, .>ujHa note

2:>, at 3.

"' Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., 1 he Path of Lite !.tw', 1 10 HAR\'.\Ril L\1\'
'Published orig-inally: 1B97j.

REVIEW

997 , 19~J7'

''' /d. at 99B.
'" Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., Law in Scitnre and .1)cieua in [-.Ju', in Cou.ECTE!l LEGAL l'.\PIR~
23B (Constable and Co., 1920).
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that those who make and develop the law should have those ends articulately
in their minds.
Indeed, as julius Cohen suggests, Holmes' critical assessment of the imbalance between "logic" and "experience" does not "support the view that logic
has no place in the development of the law l· .. J The error would, accordingly,
be in viewing law solely as an exercise in deductive logic [ ... J [In fact, m] uch
of Holmes's notable contributions to legal thought have been a function of
keen lof:,tical analysis of legal doctrines.""
Actually, Holmes also disapproved of the other extreme, i.e. the fallacy
thflt th~> only fnrn• at work in the df'vli'iupmf'nt of the law is hi;.;tory-tradition:
"Everywhere the basis of principle is tradition, to such an extent that we even
are in danger of making the role [sicJ of history more important than it is.""
Appropriately, he recommended:
The way to gain a liberal view of your subject is not to read something else, but
to get to the bottom of the subject itsel( The means of doing that are, in the
first place, to follow the existing body of dogma into its highest generalizations
by the help of jurisprudence; next, to discover from history how it has come
to be what it is, and, finally, so far as you can, to consider the ends which the
several rules seek to accomplish, the reasons why those ends are desired, what
is given up to gain them, and whether they arc worth the price.
This idea of complementariness is also explicit in Pound's Law Finding
through Experience and Reason, in which, in his opening remark, he recalls that
more than three centuries before, in the early 17'h century, Sir Edward Coke,
Chief Justice of the Court of Common Pleas, first, and of the King's Bench,
later, and archenemy of Sir Francis Bacon, argued that "Reason is the life of
the law, nay the common law itself is nothing else but reason," and concluded
that "law is an artificial reason:" "an artificial perfection of reason, gotten by
long study, observation, and experience, and not of everyone's natural rcason; for nemo nascitur artijex."B In the Centennialllisto~y qf the Harvard Law School,
in a section probably written by Pound himself, it is said:H
It has, however, become evident in recent years I· .. J that the scope of legal
study must extend beyond printed books, certainly beyond law books. Since law
is not a water-tight compartment of knowledge but a system of rules for the

" julim Cohen, ]wtice Brennan\ ·'Passion", I 0 C,\RIJOZO LAW REVIEW 193 1. 1998J.
Holmes, supra note 28, at I 003.
33
Edward Coke quoted in RoscoE Pol'l\D, L\W Fll\llll\G THRot·<;H EXPERIEI\CE Al\D RL\SO:-.i
45 (University of Georgia Press, 1960). See !mer B. Flores, The QJ!estjor Legi1prndence: Constitutionalism v. Legalism, in THE THEORY A."\ll PRACTICE OF LEGisL\T!Ol\: EssAYs Ol\ LEGISPRUDEI\CE
43-4 (LucJ. Wintgens ed., Aldershot, Ashgate, 2005!.
34
Roscoe Pound quoted in Erwin N. Griswold, Intellect and Spirit, 81 HAR\ARD LAW REVIEW
11

295 (1967).
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regulation of human life, the truth of those rules must be tested by many facts
outside the past proceedings of courts and legislatures.
Unkss thejurist is at the same time a philosopher, at arry
rate in moral matten; he is under the greatest temptation
to do this; ji1r his business is mere[y app[ying existing
laws, and not to enquire whether they are in need qf
improvement.
lM~!A:'\UEL KANT, :(um ewzf?en hieden. Ein
philosophischer Entwurf (1795)

III.

PROBLEMS: SOCRATES RE PROT\GORAS

In contrast to the traditional approach denounced by both Jhering and
Kantorowicz which tends to privilege systematic knowledge, as well as the creation and completion of a system from which to derive or infer all the answers
even to the more complex questions both theoretical and practical, we can
shift to a more problematic one. In a few words, it is counterintuitive to focus
on a general system to solve a specific problem or set of problems and not to
center on the particular problem or set of problems. It is worth noting the
problematic turn can be traced both in philosophy in general, and to legal
philosophy in particular, back to 1911, when Paul Nartop published his PlziLosophie. llzr Problem und ihre H·obleme prior to his posthumous Plzilosophisclze .Systematik ( 1958) and Hans Kelsen presented his Habilitationsschriji entitled Hauptprobleme der Staatsrechtslehre. EntuMkelt aus der Lehre vom Rechtssat;:.e."
,., Keep in mind that the problematic approach was popularized by Nicolai Hartmann in
his ,:::_um Problem der Rea/itdt.1gegebenheit f 1931;, Da., Problem de.1 geislzf?en SeirH. l 'ntersudmngen :;.ur Grunlegung der Geschidttsphilosuphie u1td der Geiste.1wis.\emchqjien ( 19331, "Das Problem des Apriorismus
in der Platonischen Philosophic" ( 19351 and ':A.Iistotelcs und das Problem des Be grills" ( 1939,,
all prior to his Systcmatisrhe Philosophie ( 1942), and by Philipp Heck in his Das Problem der Reclztsgeu·irmung i 1912), as well as by Kdsen himself; not only in his Das Problem der Souz:eriinitiit und die
Theorie des Viilkerredt/s: Beitrag ::.u einer Reinen Rerhtskhre ( 1920) and Das Probkm des Parlammtarimzus
( 19251, but also in the first edition of his Reine Rech.1tlehre under the subtitle of Einleitung in die
rechtswilsewdwjiliche Problematik (I ~)34) and even in its second edition under the subtitle of lvfit
einem Anhang: Das Problem der Gerecht~t?keit (I %0y, and by Erik Wolf in his Das Probkm der }laturrechstkhre (1955). In Latin America, the pioneers of this approach were Carlos Cossio in Argentina, and Eduardo Garda Maynez in Mexico; and their f(rllowers indude:Jnan Uambias
de Azevedo in Uruguay; Luis E. Nieto Arteta in Colombia; and also Luis Rccas(:ns Siches in
Mexico. On one side, Cossio published La rejimna universitaria o el problema de Ia nueva generacitin
(19271, La coordinaci6n de las normas.Jinidicm_y el problema de Ia causa en el deredw (19•Hl), his exchange
with Kdsen as Problemas escogidos de la teoria pura del deredw. Teoria ego/6gica_v teoria pura (1952), and
as a clear allusion to Nartop's landmark, La teoria egologira del derecho: .1u problema _Y sus problemas
I 19G3J. On the other, f(rllowing Hartmann, his professor, Garda Maynez published "El problema del lundamento filosofico-juridico de Ia validez del derecho" ( 1933), "El problema de Ia
Jibertad moral en Ia etica de Hartmann" 1943), "El problema de Ia ddinicibn dd derecho"
1.
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The list of legal philosophers emphasizing problems rather than systems
or at least before completing them and/ or f(lr proving them-· · includes
Cha"im Perelman, who published his "Le probleme du bon choix" ( 1948) before concluding with Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca, one decade after, the Traite de
/'argumentation: La nouvelle rluitorique ( 1958), "' and on his own a collection of
articles in English which were published precisely as The Idea qf]ustice and the
Problem qf Argument with an "Introduction" by Hart." Furthermore, in the process of testing their systems, authors like joseph Raz had to highlight concrete
problems such as the nature of law and its normativity. '"
Although only some contemporary authors like Bix, ,., Anthony T Kronntan"' and Dt'i~+n LFiter" f'1>plidtly do adrln·Hs probl\·ms, the vast m<\jority hav<~
been tackling them at least implicitly in following the so-called Hart-Dworkin
debate. Han's The Concept qf Law is an archetype of the problematic turn. In
the "Preface" of this text, Hart analyzes and identifies three persistent questions or recurrent issues ("How does law diller from and how is it related to
orders backed by threats? How does legal obligation diflcr from and how is it
1 1954), "Aigunas considcraciones sobre el problema de las antinornias en el campo juridico"
. 1963), and E'l problema de la objetividad dews valores: l9G9l. See. biER B. Fu >REs, Em .\Rilo G.\Rd\
l\1AY:'\EZ ( l90H-l993j. VIDA Y OBR.\ !53 (lnstituto de lnwsti~acionesjuridicas, UNA~I, 20071.
A couple of these texts have been translated into En~lish and one was published originally in
German. See. Eduardo Garcia Ivlaynez, The P!tilosophicat]uridical Probkm '!}.the Validi~y of Law,
in LITI:"\-A~IERICAN LEGAL PHILOSOI'IIY 459 !trans. r..lilton R. Konvitz & Miguel A. de Capriles,
Harvard University Press, 1948); lJas Probkm der D~jinition des Rf{h/.r, 3 OsTERR. ZEITSCIIRWr Fl"R
0FFElYI"I.ICIIES RECHT 307 '1951 J; and .~imu ()msiderativm on the Problem '!}. tJre Antinomies qf Law,
49 ARCIU\" Ft "R RECHTS-CNIJ SOZL\LI'!IILOSOPIIIE I 1[9ti3).

'" See CtL\lM PEREL\L\:'\ & Ln:n: 0LBRI:t:IITS-Tnn:.\, Tit E. Ntw RHETORIC: A TRE.\TISE
ON ARGD.IENT.\TION (trans.J. ·wilkinson & I~ \Veavcr, University of Notre Dame Press. l9G9J.
" See CHAL\1 l'EREL~IAN, THE IDEA

mjL STICE A:'\D

I !IE PRo!ILE:\.1

oF

ARca::<.JENT !Routledge

& Kcgan Paul, 1963).
'" See Joseph Raz, The Probkm about the Xature ~f Law, 3 Co:'\TE'\ll'OR.\RY Pllll.OsOJ'HY: .-\
SL"R\"EY 107 d983); and 21 UNJ\'ERSITY oF \\"ISlER:'\ 0:-.:rARio Lm RE\JEW 203 !l<JB3!,
reprinted in josEPH R.\Z, ETHICS IN THE PcBuc Do~L\1:\. Essws 1:'\ "I HE 1\loR.\LIIY oF L111· .\Nil
Pourtcs 195 (Oxi()fd ·university Press, 1994,. See alsojosEl'll Rv, PR.\CTIC.\L RE.\SO:'\ .\Nil
NE\\

NoR'\IS 170 12nd ed., Oxli>rd University Press, 1990< "The problem of the normativity of
law is the problem of explaining the use of normative language in describing the law or legal
situations."
'" See Brian H. Bix, Can "llreorics of ~\4eaning and Rtjh·ma Sulve the Probkm 1!/ Lrgal Determinacy?,
I ti R.nmjt:RIS 281 12003;; and, Problem: G'onceptualAna[y.,i; 'on file with the author;. Sec also !R.\
M. ELL~IA.:-.:, EuZ.\BETH Scun, P.1n. Kuuz, Lots A. WEITiloR:'\, .\:\D BRL\:'\ B1x, F.\~HLY L\\v:
C.\sl:s, Tt:xr, PRoBLEMS (4th ed., LexisNexis, 200-11.
w

Sec Anthony T Kronman, The Prohkm. of}uditial Discretion, 3GJot R:'\AL OF LE<:.\L

EDl:C.\-

TIO:'\ 481 ii98G).
" See Brian Leiter, BoHmd the Hart/DIHJrkin Debate: thE Alethodolo,zy Problnn in .Juri.;f;rur/euce",
48 A~IERIC.\:X Jm'RNAL OF jt:RJSI'RUJE!\CE I 7 t200:),, reprinted with minor changes in BRt.\:\
LEITER, N.lrt"RAL!ZIN<:Jl·RISPRt:DE:'\CI·:: Essws o:--; A.ltERIC.\N Lu;,\1. REALis~l AND N.1n RAI.ISM
IN LEG.\1. PHIUJsUPIIY ,Oxliml University Press, 2007:.
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related to moral obligation? \Vhat are rules and to what extent is law an aflair
of rules?") to "show later why they come together in the form of a request
f(x a definition of law or an answer to the question 'What is law?' or in more
obscurely framed questions such as '\Vhat is the nature (or the essence) of
law?"'"
\Vhat is more, the best contemporary schematic depiction of the problems of legal philosophy available is the one presented by Hart himself in
his "Problems of the Philosophy of Law", which was originally published in
19G7 as part of Paul Edward's Encyclopedia qf Philosophy, and republished in
1983 in his collection entitled Essqys in ]uri.1prudence and Philosophy, also known
a11 "dw hr!C!wn hf:lnJ.."." Tlw nri!Pnal V!'r~i!Cln was divided into two sections: the
first dealt with "Problems of Definition and Analysis" and the second, with
"Problems of the Criticism of Law", while the revised version added a third
group between the two original ones called "Problems of Legal Reasoning".
According to the last version:
l) "Problems of Definition and Analysis" comprises problems of defining
law; of the structure of law, such as the relationship between law, coercion and morality; and of analysis, mainly conceptual analysis;
2) "Problems of Legal Reasoning" embraces problems of fixity and flexibility; of creation-legislation and application-adjudication; of certainty
and predictability; of choice and discretion both about facts and norms;
of the only correct answer I decision; and of (interstitial} judicial legislation; and
3l "Problems of the Criticism of Law" includes problems of evaluating
the aims and purposes of the law; problems related to substantin: law
(to its content) and "procedural law" 1its principles); problems related to
justice and other values, such as equality, liberty and utility I usefulness;
and problems deriving from the obligation to obey the law.
To stress the fact that the problematic turn combines a merely theoretical
approach with a more practical one, it should be noted that, for instance, the
problems of fixity and flexibility arc problems not only of legal philosophy,
but also of applied legal philosophy: In Hart's own words:"
" See H.L.A. H. \In, THE Co:v:El'l' OF L\w 1-17 ,Oxli>rd University Press, 19G I' 1Then·
is 2nd eel., with PoJtaipt: 19{H'. See also Ronald Dworkin. The Jiodel of Rules, :15 Uc:I\"ERSI'I Y
OF CHIC.\(;() L\\\" RE\"lE\\" 14 'J9ti71, reprinted ash Lau• a .~ptem of Rules? in EssAY:, I:\ LE<;AL
PHILOSOPHY 25 1Roben S. Summers ed., lh,il Blackwell, 1968); and as The ,\lode/ qf Rules I in
TAKJ:'\(; RH;HTs SERJ< ll:si.Y 1-l ;Harvard University Press and Duckworth, 19771 ,There is 2nd
ed. with Apjmtdix: &ply to Critics: 1978).
" Sec H.L.A. Hart, Problems of the Fhi/o.,oj;/9' of Law in H.L.A.
.wpra nme 23, at 88-119.
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" H.\KI, supra note 42, at 127 ' 130-1 !·
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In fact all systems, in cliflerent ways, compromise between two social needs:
the need f(Jr certain rules which can, over great areas of conduct, safCiy be
applied by private individuals to themselves without fresh oflicial guidance or
weighing up of social issues, and the need to leave open, for latter settlement
by an inf(mned, oflicial choice, issues which can only be properly appreciated
and settled when they arise in a concrete case. In some legal systems at some
periods it may be that too much is sacrificed to certainty; and that judicial interpretation of statutes or of precedent is too f()rmal and so fails to respond to
the similarities and differences between cases which are visible only when th<~y
are considered in the light of social aims. In other systems or at other periods
it may seem that too much is treated by courts as perennially open or revisable
in precedents, and too little respect paid to such limits as legislative language,
despite its open texture, does after all provide. Legal theory has in this matter a
curious history; for it is apt either to ignore or to exaggerate the indeterminacies
of legal rules. To escape this oscillation between extremes we need to remind
ourselves that human inability to anticipate the future, which is at the root of
this indeterminacy, varies in degree in diflerent fields of conduct, and that legal
systems cater f(lr this inability by a corresponding variety of techniques.

The interrelation between the two needs and their corresponding methods
or techniques was envisioned four decades before by Justice Benjamin N. Cardozo in The Growth qf the Law, the sequel to his The Nature qf the Judicial Process:
The law of our day bees a twof()ld need. The lirst is the need of some restatement that will bring certainty and order out of the wilderness of precedent.
This is the task of legal science. The second is the need of a philosophy that will
mediate between the conflicting claims of stability and progress, and supply a
principle of growth."

Whereas legal philosophy and the logic of certain~y may be enough for the
first need as a merely theoretical one, to satisfy a more practical need the
second one requires applied legal philosophy and the logic of probabili{y. In
Cardozo's own voice:"'
If you ask what degree of assurance must attach to a principle or a rule or
a standard not yet embodied in a judgment before the name of law may be
properly be aflixed to it, I can only fall back upon a thought which I shall have
occasion to develop farther, the thought that law, like other branches of social
science, must be satisfied to test the validity of its conclusions by the logic of
probabilities rather than the Iogie of certainty.
" BE:>.;JA~Ill'i N. CARDOZO, Tm; GRO\\'TII OF THE LA\\' I IYale University Press, 192+\. See
lk;-..:JAMJJ\ N. G\RDOZO, THE N.\Tt:RE OF TIIE.Jt'lliCJAL PROCESS !Yale University Press, 1921 ).
'" CARDOZO, THE GROWTH OF THE L\\\', supra note 45, at 33. See Holmes, .wpm note 23, at
l 00 l: ''For the rational study of the law the black-letter man may be the man of the present,
but the man of the future is the man of statistics and the master of economics."
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Jurisprudence must rip the jading parts qf tlze law, and
rijmt the Jlourishing ones:
HERMA;\;N

K~r-"TOROWICZ,

Der JCamJ!l um die

RahLrwissen.rdtqji (1 906).

IV.

CoNCLUSION: TowARDs AN lNTEGRXrED MonEL

(FOR LEGAL EDUCATION Al'\D) FOR TEACHING-LEARNING
LEGAL PHILOSOPHY

So tar our claim has been that it is not merely possible, but necessary, to
integrate 1) theoretical knowledge and practical knowledge; 2) the traditional
method - -~whether lectures or case studies~ and non-traditional methods
like problems; and 3) legal formalism and positivism and other alternative approaches in an model for legal education in general, and for teaching-learning legal philosophy in particular.
Ultimately, in order to close the gap between legal education and the legal proft"ssion,itisnecessarytore-construct the bridge or to fix the revolving door- to
establish a rapport between the practical scholar and the theoretical practitioner by combining theoretical knowledge with practical knowledge, traditional
methods ---whether lectures or case studies - with non-traditional methods,
and legal formalism and positivism with other alternative approaches, to encompass most of the problems legal practitioners and theoreticians face.
Consequently, following "something like" this path and inspired by Lon L.
Fuller's manual T!te Problems qf]urisprudence, which includes six chapters: I.
Justice; II. Positive Law; III. The Growth of Law; IV. Utilitarianism; V. Legal
Analysis; and, VI. The Principles of Order, I have managed - or at least
tried-~ to teach several courses onJurisprudence, mainly Legal Argumentation, Legal Philosophy and Legal Theory, for more than fifteen years both
to undergraduate and graduate students, indudingjudges and legislators, as
well as other legal officials, operators and practitioners, with a theoretical and
practical problem-solution orientation and hope to consolidate this approach
more firmly in the future.'"
Departing from the tendency of using a single textbook as encouraged
by the systematic approach and subscribing Hart's anti-textbook pedagogical philosophy endorsed by the problematic approach, I require (mandatory)
17

Lo:-.: L. Fu.J.ER, Tm: PRoHI.E~Is oF.Jt·RtsPRt:m::-;cE :The Foundation Press, 194-9).

"' Legal Argumentation can be taught with a more practical approach in comparison with
Legal Philosophy and Legal Theory, but any prokssor might be tempted to teach these courses
exactly the same way. My resistance to teaching Legal Argumentation with a solely theoretical approach has led me to firmly believe that we can also teach Legal Philosophy and Legal
Theory with an integrated approach that is both theoretical and practical. Sec STEPIIE;\i E.
GmTLIEll ET AL.,.JLRISPRUDE:-.:ct·:. CAsEs A;\;JJ M.\TERI.\U-;: A:-.: 1:\TRom·cno:-,; TO THE PHILOsOPHY
OF L\IV .\:-.:D ITs APPLIC.\TIO:\S t2nd t:d., LcxisNexis, 200G;.
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readings and (obligatory) reports so as to promote the appraisal of the relevant material and assessment of its contents that tends to privilege specific
problems. In Hart's own terms:'''
I hope that this arrangement may discourage the belief that a book on legal
theory is primarily a book from which one learns what other books contain. So
long as this belief is held by those who write, little progress will be made in the
subject; and so long as it is held by those who read, the educational value of
the subject must remain very smalL

I also promote open discussion of both factual and hypothetical eases,
which I consider stimulating since they help make people think and re-think

the issues when they are assigned to a certain role or stance even one opposite their initial intuitions. In the past, I have extensively used Fuller's "The
Case of the Speluncean Explorers"·" and Recasens Sicl1es' "The Case of Ida
White (or The Vanished Legacy)"" for the purpose of not only demonstrating
how one's interpretation of the law to be applied to a case at hand is related
to (limited and restricted by) one's perception of the law, but also teachinglearning substantive parts of law, such as criminal law and civil law, respectively.
I try to finish each session or at least one, some or most of them~ with
a seminar in which I expect my students to do a little more criticism and
research on a topic that is usually posed as a problem or set of problems. In
a still theoretical mode, in my Legal Philosophy course, for example, I often
emphasize the problem of the epistemolobrical and scientific nature of jurisprudence; the problem of the difl(·rent methodologies and theories of law;
the problem of defining law; the problem of analysis and critique of distinct
legal concepts; the problem of the relationship between law, coercion and
morality; the problem of the scope and the limits of lq,rislation and adjudication; and other specific problems, depending on the topic that might be of
interest at that time, such as abortion, death penalty, electoral reform, euthanasia, freedom of expression or speech, pornography, same-sex marriages/
unions, and so on.
Furthermore, regarding the materials and readings used to address these
and other problems, I present cases (and appeals) that have or will be decided
not only by the Mexican Supreme Court of Justice, but also by other na''' H.\Rr,

JUfJra

note 42, al vii.

"' Lon L. Fuller, The Case ~f the Spelunceau Exploren, 112 H.\RVAIW L\W REVIEW 185/:l '199~),
\Publi:;hed originally in: 1949, and republished in: THE CASE OF TilE SPI:LL:\CEA.\i ExPLORERS.
NINE Nr:w 0PL\ilONS (Peter Suber ed., Routledge, 19981).
LUIS RECAsf.:NS S!CHES, Nl'EVA FllAlSOFIA DE L\ 1:\TERPRE·l:\CH):\ DEL DERECIIO 256-269
(Fondo de Cultura Economica, 1956 1; and TRXI:\llO GE:\ERAL OE FILOSOFJA DEL I>ERECHO 64 7ti54 (Porrua, 1959). See Fred L. Gross, The Vanished Lega~y, in FRED L. GRoss, Wuxr Is THE
VERillCT? 115 (Macmillan, 1944).
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tions' constitutional and supreme courts, as well as by international and regional courts like those for human rights. \\lith this, I expect students to learn
the ropes of legal reasoning by immersing themselves in the cases and gain
awareness of their own perception of the law.
.Follo~ingjhering's lead in Scherz und Ernst in der ]urisprudenz (1884)," I also
put forward readings -and other materials-·-- that are both humorous and
serious. These include manuscripts of legal, moral and political philosophers
and theorists, and transcripts of deliberations and discussions between legal
oflicials, operators and practitioners, as well as passages from the classics,
historians, literary authors and critics, and even films, to illustrate a specific
prnhl*'m or set of problem~>,
I have found humor is an eflective way of dealing with complex issues and
diflicult situations. For instance, following both Niceto Alcala Zamora y Torres and Niceto Alcala Zamora y Castillo, father and son, who have analyzed
the golden age of Spanish literature and its relationship to law to a great
extent and having Miguel de Cervantes's Don Qyixote at hand, I have drawn
examples related chiefly to principles of justice and fairness, as well as procedural law. Similarly, I have found very good exemplifications of several legal
problems in \Villiam Shakespeare's plays, including his comedies, histories
and tragedies, such as "Coriolanus" ( 1608), "King Henry V" (1597 -1599),
"King Lear" (1605-1606), "King Richard II" (1595-1597), "King Richard
III" (1594-1597), "Macbeth" (1606) and "The Merchant of Venice" (15961597;, among others."
In terms of the duty I obligation to obey the law or (dis;obedience to the
law /legislation, I have contrasted Sophocles' Antigone and Plato's Apology qf
Socrates and/ or Crito. On the relationship between language and law, I have
See Rudolf von.Jhering.]wiljJrudeneia en bromay en serio !trans. Roman Riaza, Revista de
Derecho Privado, 19331. There is an English version with ;,clectiom of the essay lm ]uristisdun

Hegrijjjhimmel [In the Heal'etl qf Legal Concepts], in RL\Dl.'\Gs !.'\ JL:RISPRCDE:->CE AZ\D LEGAL PliiLOSOI'HY 678 !Morris R. Cohen and Felix S. Cohen eds., Prentice-Hall, 1951 ). Sec also Felix S.
Cohen, Trasrendental J'vimsen1e and the Fundional Approach, 35 Cou·~tBIA Lw; REVIEW 809 i 1935J.
H.L.A. IT'\RT,]hering:1 Heaven qf Conceplr and Jlodem Analytiral]uri.1prudence in EssAYS Il'jL:RISPRL·DE:'>CE A:'\ll PHILOSOPHY, supra note 23, at 265.
See Imer B. Flores, }(iato Aka/a-Zamora y Castillo ( 1906-1985): EstamjHLf del deredw en broma
_y en serio, in Los ~IAESTROS DEL EXILIO ESI'A:\OL E.'\ LA F\CLLJAD DE DERECHO 1 !Fernando Serrano Migall{m ed., Porrua and Eteultad de Derecho, UNAM, 2003); and Deredw y litetatura:
Finas estampas procesales en Ia obra de .Niceto Akalti-<:,amora .Y Castillo, in Xll Co;-.;GRESO MUXIJIAL
DE

DERECHO PROC:ESAL, VoL. 1: 0BTENCI(J:\ DE li'FORM.\CI(JJ'i Y DE ASUNCION PROBATORIA, PRO-

CESOS

Sl'MARJOs Y MMILIARES 3 (Marcel Storrne and Cipriano Gomez Lara cds., Instituto de

lnvestigaciones.Juridicas, UNAM, 2005). See also MH;UEI. DE CERVAJ'iTES, Do:-; Qt'IXOTE

DE

I.\

MANCHA (trans. Charles .Jarvis, Oxf(Jrd University Press, 1992) (Part 1 was orie,>inally published
in 1605; and, Part II was originally published in 1615 ).
'' See \VILIJAM SHAKESPEARE, THE Cm.ll'l.ETE \YoRKs OF \VuJ.I.\M SHAKESPEARE (Avenel

Books, 1975).

See
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used Alf Ross's "Tu-Tu";"' and on the open-texture of language and to some
extent of law --~the (in)determinacy of law/legislation and its relationship to
purpose~~ both Hart's (including Fuller's reply) "No vehicles in the park""
and Gustav Radbruch's "No dogs in the subway /train station" (via Recasens
Siches) examples.'" On the role of principles (even moral ones) in legal reasoning, I have used those quoted by Ronald Dworkin in his criticism of Hart,
such as Riggs v. Palmer and Henningsen v. Bloomfield .Motors Inc., as well as his
imaginary, but still reality-based and much more recent "The Case of Mrs.
Sorensen".""
On the argumentation not of rules but of facts regarding evidence and
prnnf. J h~v~> H!ill'd King Solrtmnn'lil ~plit~t,hi'J*hrthy~d~"ision lind Governor
Sancho Panza's judgments, among others.
On the one hand, one day two women came to King Solomon claiming
both to be the mother of a live baby:w
They argued back and forth in front of Solomon, until finally he said, "Both of
you say this live baby is yours. Someone bring me a sword."
A sword was brought, and Solomon ordered, "Cut the baby in half! That
way each of you can have part of him."
"Please don't kill my son," the baby's mother screamed. "Your Majesty, I
love him very much, but give him to her. just don't kill him."
The other woman shouted, ''Go ahead and cut him in hal( Then neither of
us will have the baby."
Solomon said, "Don't kill the baby." Then he pointed to the first woman,
"She is his real mother. Give the baby to her."

On the other hand, one day a woman, keeping fast hold of a herdsman
and claiming that she had been forced to have sex with him, came to at the
time governor Sancho Panza, who ordered him to pay twenl:)t ducats in a
leather purse to her and he did so trembling. She was scarcely gone out, when
the governor said to him:'>~
DL\LOGL'ES OF PtAI'O 79-104 and 117-129 ,Yo!. I, trans. R.E. Allen, Yale Uni,crsity Press,

1984).

Tu-Tu,

70 HAR\~\Rll L\W REnEw 812 r 195 7) .
.,, Sec H.L.A. Hart, Positivism and the Separation 1!/ Law and Aloral1, 71 H,\R\.,\RD L\\\' RE\'IE\\'
593 (1958). Lon L. Fuller, Positivism and Fidelity to Law: A &p!y to Prdmor Hart, 71 HAR\'AR1J L\\\
REnEw 630 (1958). Sec also HART, supra note 42, at 121-50 (124-54).
'" See Alf Ross,

'" See RECAsf:Ns SICHES, TRATADO GEXER.\1. DE FILOSUFIA DEL llERECHO, supra note 51, at

645-7
'" Sec DwoRKIN, TAKING RIGHTS SERIOUSLY, supra note 42, at 23; andjlSriCE

E\

RoBES 7-9

(Harvard University Press, 2006).

'"' I Kings 3: !6-23, in TilE Bmu:.

CoNTE~IPOR,\RY E!'\G!.!SH VER~!OX tCEVi ii\merican Bible

Society, 1995).
"' MIGlcE!. DE CER\'AXTES, Dol'\ QuxoTE DE LA 1\L\:--;cH.\, supra note 53, at 758-9 !Part II,
Chapter 45). There is a slightly dillcrent version in: Miguel de Cervantes, The Cases}udged
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"Honest man, folio~ that woman, and take away the purse from her, whether
she will or no, and come back hither with it".
This was not said to the deaf or the stupid; for instantly he flew after her
like lighting, and went about what he was bid. All present were in great suspense, expecting the issue of the suit; and presently after came in the man and
the woman, clinging together closer than the first time, she with her petticoat
tucked up, and the purse lapped up in it, and the man struggling to take it from
her, but in vain, so tightly she defended it, crying out:
'justice from God and the world! see, my lord governor the impudence,
and want to fear of this varlet, who, in the midst of the town, and of the street,
would take from me the purse your worship commanded to be given me."
"And has he got ie" demanded the governor.
"Got it?" answered the woman, "I would sooner let him take away my life
than my purse. A pretty baby I should be, indeed: other-guise cats must claw
my beard, and not such pitifi.1l, sneaking tools: pincers and hammers, crows
and chisels, shall not get it out of my clutches, nor even the paws of a lion; my
soul and body shall sooner part."
"She is in the right", quoth the man, "and I yield myself worsted and spent,
and confess I have not strength to take it from her".
And so he left her. Then said the governor to the woman:
''Give me that purse, virtuous virago."
She presently delivered it, and the governor returned it to the man, and said
to the forceful, but not forced damsel:
"Sister of mine, had you shown the same, or but half as much courage and
resolution in deft~Hding your chastity, as you have done in defending your purse,
the strength of Hercules could not have f(m:ed you. Begone, in God's name,
and in an ill hour, an be not found in all this island, nor in six leagues round
about it, upon pain of two hundred stripes: begone instantly, I say, thou prating,
shameless, cheating hussy!"
The woman was conf(mnded, and went away, hanging down her head, and
discontented; and the governor said to the man:
"Honest man, go home, in the name of God, with your money, and from
henceforward, unless you have a mind to lose it, take care not to yoke with
anybody."

Similarly, there is a real but very strange case ruled by a lower judge in
Navolato, Sinaloa (Mexico).''' This was an apparently counterintuitive decision as it imposed diflerent burdens on the owners of female and male donkeys that while mating happened to break goods at a market shop. The owners were each required to pay for not half of the damage but two thirds and
one third, due to the different degree of (ir)responsibility.

Sandw Pan::.a, in Tm: WoRi.ll
Simon and Schuster, 1960).
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On the relationship between the abduction and subtraction made by detectives and the legal reasoning used by judges and lawyers, t!Jllowing Manuel
Atienza's example,"' I have referred not only to Edgar Allan Poe's The Purloined Letter and his hero Auguste Dupin, but also to Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's
The Adventures qf Sherlock Holmes and Agatha Christie's The Labours qf Hercules
(Poirot). Some terms ago, I added some cinema, that is, one of Blake Edwards'
The Pink Panther films, namely A Shot in the Dark,"' to demonstrate that if there
is a lack of certainty about the historic truth, the legal truth is sometimes
nothing but a shot in the dark especially if Inspectorjacques Clousseau is
the (anti)hero.
On th<' lt:<gal r~timutHty of jud~c& and lcgi&latorfl, as well as government
officials, politicians and citizens, I have used Duncan Kennedy's Fleedom and
Constraint in A4judication"' and Richard Parker's Here the People Rule, which is
drawn from Thomas Mann's novel "Mario and the Magician".'"' Similarly,
I have used the movie Advice and Consent,"' based on Allen Drury's novel of
the same name, which introduced ''The \Vashington Novel" genre and was
inspired by McCarthyism's persecution of Alger Hiss, to portray not what
political animals arc like in \Vashington ---or elsewhere~~ but what politics
docs to human animals."" I have also used other movies, such as 12 Ang~y Jl/nt''
and lvfr. Smith Goes to TVashington,'" to prove analogous points.
Although I have so far tried to actually teach students how to solve not only
theoretical problems but also practical ones, I suppose we need to go one step
further in the future to give students more tools by teaching-learning: 1) more
philosophy courses in general, such as logic, including the traditional lot,ric
(analytical logic or logic, for short) alongside non-traditional logic (dialectical
logic, also known as topic and rhetoric), philolot:,ry, and even esthetics (for the
symbolism of law), as well as legal philosophy courses, in particular; ' 2) more
See .M.\:\U:L Arn:.'\1..\, L\~ RAZO:\E~ DEL l!ERECHU. TEURIAS IlL L\ AR<;L:~tFSL\Cl<,l:\ ,Jl'26-39 .,Centro de Estudios Constitucionalcs, 199h rThere i> another edition: lnstituto
de lnvestigacionesjuridicas, UNAM, :!003).
"
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I:\ THE DARK r~IGM,

1%+1.

" See Duncan Kennedy, Freedom and CimJ!raint in Adjudication: A Critical Phenomnwlogy, 3ti
jm 'R:\AL or Lf.:(;AL Em.C.\IIO:\ 51 B '.19Bti,.
"' See RICHARD D. P.\RKER, "HERE, TilE PEOPLE Rt'LE". A Co:\sTIH'IIO:\.\L PoPl'!JST l\L\:\1(Harvard University Press, 1994). q: Thomas Mann, lv!ario and the J1agitian, in THo~tAS
MA:-i:\, DEATH 1:>1 VE:\tCE. AND SEVE:\ OIHER STORIEs 135-IBI !trans. H.T Lowe-Porter, Vintage Books, 1930).
FES'IO

"' ADVICE

A:\ll

CoNSENT \Otto Prcminger Films, l9li2J.

"" q: Roger Kaplan, Allm Drury and the

IVashington oVovel, 97 Poi.ICY RE\'IE\\' '.19~)9:: "Drury
was able to depict not what political animals arc like in \Vashington, but what politics does to
the human animal."
"" 12 AXGRY ME;.; (Orion-Nova Productions, !95 7; l\lGl\l, 1997 ..
'" MR. S'\IITII GoES TO \V.\SHI:\GIO:\ ! Columbia Pictures, 193'!).
" I have suggested elsewhere that despite a strong legal philosophy component, the
lJNAM's graduate and undergraduate programs lin· studying law requires reint(Jrcemcat both
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interdisciplinary studies not only on ethics and politics, but also on anthropology, sociology and psychology in order to apply them to subjects like administratin·law, constitutional law, criminal law, and so on; and 31 as a result, more
problems to be solved both theoretically and practically.
Finally, treating jurisprudence as a branch of philosophy and thus part of
practical philosophy in conjunction with moral and political philosophy requires (re)integrating both legal philosophy and applied legal philosophy to
the heart of jurisprudence. Howeve1~ two points need further clarification.
On the one hand, I argue f(x the need to harmonize the theoretical component of legal philosophy with the practical one (applied legal philosophy;. It
is u~J.!Illly th<> thenn'tical work that lHk<'s practin· !Wriow;)y and proves tc lw
of great importance. On the other hand, by not taking a merely theoretical
approach but a more practical one, I advise to subordinate neither gcncraljurisprucknce to particular jurisprudence nor the necessary philosophical and
theoretical parts to a contingent of sociological and pragmatic ones. It is usually general jurisprudence that takes these particularities seriously, proving to
be of great purport." In Profi.~ssor.Jamcs Boyd \\'bite's words:;;
It is ollen the most theoretical work that will pron· of surprising practical value, often the immersion in practical particularities that will stimulate the most
valuable thought of a general kind. ~[uch of the til(· of the law in l~ll"l lies in
the constant interaction it requires between the particular and the general,
between the practical and the theoretical.
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